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Adaptation to the inevitable consequences of the climate change is now
an integral element of climate policy, alongside with the mitigation of
climate change. The precondition for launching the adaptation measures is
the recognition of the need for adaptation to climate change in different
sectors, which in turn must be based on applied research on adaptation and
communication of the results in a way that allows their utilization in
decision-making and implementation of the policy measures. In addition,
scientific knowledge can provide input to implementation and monitoring
of adapation policies.

Scientific  input at various stages  of  decision-making process and the 
nature of  science’s  influence.  Source: Adapted  from Vogel et al. (2007)
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Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) is a government research and
service organisation with ca. 650 employees. FMI provides innovative and
user-driven weather, climate, maritime, ice and environment services for a
wide variety of public and private sector customers in Finland and
worldwide. FMI has a research unit of seventy scientists studying climate
change topics and providing expert services, e.g. measurements and
modelling of greenhouse gases and aerosols, climate modelling, applied
climate research, economic impacts and risk management of climate
change impacts.

Vogel et al. (2007) provide a framework for describing science’s influence on decision-making related to environmental problems (see Fig. below). We
have selected few examples of research and expert service activities of FMI (often with other research partners) and linked them on ”the management cycle”.
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Studying the use of climate scenarios, and
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Three sets of questionnaires targeting the following groups: 
1) Providers of climate scenarios; 
2) Impact, adaptation, and vulnerability (IAV) researchers
3) Policy makers on national, regional, and local level. 

Obstacles in climate scenario use:
• poor accessibility
• poor understandability

Possible solutions: 
• Develop access to databases and user guidance
• Find better ways to communicate and translate scenario 

results to non-expert users – encourage dialogue
• Communicate advantages and disadvantages of downscaled 

scenarios

Communication between researchers is at a good level, but the 
situation is not as good between researchers and policy makers. → 
Possible reasons: 1) Researchers communicate via publishing 
research results in scientific journals, whereas policy makers use the 
non-scientific sources of information. 2) Policy makers do not have 
enough resources to get acquainted with research information.  

Climateguide.fi is an example of a web portal sevice providing decision-support for communities through the full management cycle related to
climate change. We have also studied science-policy interface, i.e. identified obstacles and good practices of communication of scientific knowledge.
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English version: climateguide.fi          Suomeksi: ilmasto-opas.fi           På svenska:  klimatguiden.fi


